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METHODOLOGICAL
NOTE

The draft law defines the legal, economic and organizational principles of the formation
and activity of the Recovery Fund of Ukraine (hereinafter — the Fund).

However, the overall recovery system remains undefined. In addition, the draft law is in no
way related to the already adopted provisions regarding the restoration — for example,
plans for the restoration and development of regions and territorial communities,
stipulated by the Law of Ukraine "On the Basics of State Regional Policy.”

 
Therefore, the creation of the Fund is only part of all the unresolved issues
pertaining to the recovery process of Ukraine. A fragmented approach to
the entire process cannot ensure the coherence of all elements of recovery
and make the management of the recovery process itself effective. 
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The principles and priorities of
recovery.

The principles and procedures
for the formation and
implementation of the
recovery plan, inclusive
procedures for the formation
of a “project bank.”

A management system for the
restoration process with
defined powers of state bodies
and local self-government
bodies in this process,
including the creation of a
special institution.

Defining funding sources and
approaches.

Procedures for selecting
projects to be funded on a
competitive basis.

Operation of the URMS
(unified electronic
reconstruction management
system) with mandatory
disclosure of all information
related to all stages of
reconstruction.

Monitoring and control over
the use of funds; liability for
violations.

It is necessary to move from isolated solutions
to a comprehensive approach — to develop
policies and adopt the Law of Ukraine "On the
principles of recovery of Ukraine from the
consequences of the war,” which would
regulate:
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Devaluation of the Fund’s role in the
recovery process

The Fund is established as an institution with formal powers and
tasks that cannot be fulfilled. The Fund is effectively a temporary
custodian of funds transferred by donors, which the Fund will later
transfer to the focus areas specified by the Cabinet of Ministers.

The Fund will be completely dependent on the political decisions
and actions of the Cabinet of Ministers: from the approval of the
Charter (in the absence of the obligation to agree with the
Directorate or the Supervisory Board) to decisions regarding its
termination. There is also a high probability of informal influence on
the management, since the procedure for making decisions will also
be determined by the Cabinet of Ministers. The existence of the
Fund in the form of a classic state institution, which must be
accountable and under the control of the Cabinet of Ministers,
simplifies various types of influence on the activities of the Fund,
enabling its complete blocking. 

High probability of inefficient management
of funds and their embezzlement

Vulnerability to political and other influences
on the activities of the Fund

 The funds available to the Fund will be part of the State Budget of
Ukraine. At the same time, the inefficiency of managing budget
funds during the restoration of facilities in Donetsk and Luhansk
oblasts has already been verified by the Accounting Chamber.
Practical cases of the State Service of Financial Monitoring of
Ukraine have also confirmed the possibility of their embezzlement
using various schemes. 

Insufficient regulation of the project
selection procedure

The draft law envisions that projects and programs to be funded will
be approved by the Cabinet of Ministers, without specifying any
procedures for the selection of projects and programs or at least the
competitive nature of such selection. This creates risks of political
corruption.



7 MAIN PROBLEMS
OF THE DRAFT  LAW
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Lack of competitive selection of project
contractors

In violation of the principles of the Lugano Declaration, the draft law
does not provide for real and effective tools of public participation
and control, and local self-government bodies are effectively
deprived of agency in procedures. 

Insufficient regulation of the selection of
management

Lack of inclusiveness in the recovery process

The representatives of Ukraine in the Supervisory Board are political
persons; there are no requirements regarding the qualifications or
integrity of these persons or for the candidate for the position of
Director of the Fund. There is no open competition for the election of
members of the Supervisory Board representing Ukraine and the
Director of the Fund. 

The Fund is entitled to select contractors in the manner approved
by the Supervisory Board. However, there are no mandatory
competitive criteria for such selection, openness of the process, use
of authorized electronic platforms. This creates corruption risks of
choosing “affiliated” contractors. In addition, the possibility to
engage third parties to provide outsourced services replacing the
Fund’s functions creates additional opportunities for the withdrawal
of funds.



effective engagement, management,
and control of financial assistance from
governments, agencies, and institutions
of foreign states;
support for the functioning of the
accounting system for destroyed and
damaged objects;
monitoring of restoration works;
promoting the development and
implementation of reforms;
ensuring Ukraine's compliance with
international obligations in the specified
areas;
achieving a socially significant outcome
in the implementation of the national
plan for the recovery of Ukraine.

cooperation with donors in order to
receive financial assistance in the form
of targeted grants or in another way on
the basis of a corresponding agreement
with the Cabinet of Ministers of Ukraine;
ensuring the effective use of funds and
independent and transparent
accounting of all resources involved in
the restoration;
support for the functioning of the
accounting system of objects destroyed
and damaged as a result of the armed
aggression of the Russian Federation;
selection of contractors, their
verification, risk assessment and
prevention of conflicts of interest;
monitoring of restoration works at all
stages;
promoting reforms in relevant areas;
provision of compensation for damage
and destruction of certain categories of
real estate as a result of hostilities;
financial support for the
implementation of the Fund's activities
(project financing, project development,
etc.);
other functions in line with the goals
and objectives of the activity defined in
the Law (part two of Article 5 of the
draft law). 

The goal of the Fund’s establishment is
(Art. 1):

1.

2.

3.
4.

5.

6.

For this purpose, the Fund is assigned the
following functions (Art. 5):

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.
7.

8.

9.

 However, the listed functions are
clearly largely formal, unspecified,
and incomplete, which means it
may be difficult to achieve the

Fund’s goal, particularly due to the
lack of a sufficient scope of powers

(the table below provides more
explanation concerning the

discrepancies). 
 

It should also be noted that the goal
cannot replace functions, nor vice versa. In
turn, the powers (a tool for achieving the
goal and implementing functions) should
be described in the draft precisely in terms
of these focus areas.
  
For reference:

The goal is the strategic results obtained as
a result of the Fund's activities.

Functions are specific areas of activity
formed to achieve the goal of the Fund's
activities.

Powers are the scope of rights which are a
tool for achievement of the goal in specific
areas (functions).
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DESCRIPTION OF THE PROBLEMS IN THE DRAFT LAW

Problem 1: Devaluation of the Fund’s role in
the recovery process
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Elements of the Fund’s
goal (Art. 1). 
Prospects of
achievement

Effective engagement,
management, and
control of financial
assistance from
governments, agencies,
and institutions of
foreign states.

Achievement impossible. 

 

Support for the
functioning of the
accounting system for
destroyed and damaged
objects

Achievement impossible. 

Monitoring of restoration
works

Achievement impossible. 

 

Corresponding function
in the draft (Art. 5)

 
 
 

Cooperation with donors
in order to receive
financial assistance in
the form of targeted
grants or in another way
on the basis of a
corresponding
agreement with the
Cabinet of Ministers of
Ukraine
.

Support for the
functioning of the
accounting system of
objects destroyed and
damaged as a result of
the armed aggression of
the Russian Federation

Monitoring of restoration
works at all stages

 
 
 

The problem with the
implementation, the availability of

powers
 
 

The Fund cannot search for and
attract financial resources for
reconstruction independently,
since in fact its function is reduced
to crediting funds to its account
under a contract concluded by the
Government without the
knowledge or consent of the Fund. 
The management of financial aid is
actually reduced to the transfer of
funds for the financing of projects
determined by the Cabinet of
Ministers, that is, it is purely formal.
Control has been reduced to a
financial audit by one of the
divisions.

The system or its elements are not
defined, and thus, it is unclear
what the support means precisely. 
The project is inconsistent with
current regulations, such as, for
example, Cabinet Resolution No.
280 of March 26, 2022, which
determines the procedure for
functioning of the Register of
Damaged and Destroyed Property,
which is held by the Ministry of
Infrastructure, or draft law No. 7198.
In addition, the function in its
essence coincides with the goal,
which is absurd, since the function
basically turns into a goal, and the
powers to achieve it are not
included in the draft. 

The monitoring procedure should
be determined by the fund's
governing bodies, but the draft
does not provide for the principles
of monitoring and its mandatory
elements, nor for the effective
monitoring powers of the Fund. 
In addition, as in the previous case,
the function coincides with the
purpose.
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https://zakon.rada.gov.ua/laws/show/380-2022-%D0%BF#Text
https://itd.rada.gov.ua/billInfo/Bills/Card/39283


Promoting the
development and
implementation of
reforms

Achievement impossible. 

Ensuring Ukraine's
compliance with
international obligations
in the specified areas

Achievement impossible. 

Achieving a socially
significant outcome in
the implementation of
the national plan for the
recovery of Ukraine

Achievement impossible. 

 
 

Promoting reforms in
relevant areas (the draft
stipulates 20 areas)

The function is not
clearly phrased in the
draft law 

The function is not
clearly phrased in the
draft law. 

 
 
 

Absence of practical levers of
influence on the process of
development and implementation
of reforms in certain areas, as this
is the exclusive competence of
relevant ministries (formation of
state policy in the area of their
competence).
In addition, there is the Office of
Reforms, an advisory body under
the Cabinet, which has been
functioning for 6 years now to
ensure the implementation and
coordination of reforms.
The draft law does not specify what
actions the Fund can take to
promote reforms.
The function in essence coincides
with the goal.

No practical tools are provided to
achieve this goal. Moreover, the
Fund cannot bear responsibility for
international obligations in areas
wherein state policy is formed and
implemented by relevant
ministries. 

The Fund will not be able to ensure
that the results of the national
recovery plan are achieved
following its implementation, as it
is not empowered to coordinate all
state authorities and local self-
government bodies.
Due to the vagueness of the term
"socially significant outcome,” any
outcome can be considered
significant. It should also be about
the effectiveness and efficiency of
the plan’s implementation based
on specific assessment
methodologies.
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https://zakon.rada.gov.ua/laws/show/768-2016-%D0%BF#Text
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Thus, no corresponding powers have been
assigned to the Fund to achieve its goal.
The fund will be deprived of real
opportunities to achieve the objectives set
before it, since there are no practical
methods for their implementation.

Thus, the rules of norm design are violated:
the declared goal does not coincide with
the actual content of the draft law. 

 Thus, effective management of
international aid cannot be implemented
without assigning the function of
coordinating recovery processes to the
Fund. Other initiatives that have already
been introduced (from restoration funds
established by the Cabinet of Ministers in
March to private initiatives to restore
specific objects) will continue to operate
separately, without coordination. The risks
of double funding, irrational distribution of
funding, isolated approach currently
remain.

In addition, in accordance with Article 14,
part 1 of the draft law, the Fund provides
financing for the implementation of
programs and projects approved by the
Cabinet of Ministers of Ukraine at the
request of central executive bodies or
oblast state administrations. The Fund also
cooperates with donors on the basis of
contracts concluded by the Cabinet of
Ministers.

 Consequently, the very agency of the Fund
is lost; it is unable to play a key role in the
recovery process, in particular, due to the
lack of real opportunities to enter into
contracts on its own. The Fund turns into a
temporary custodian of funds transferred
by donors, which the Fund will later
transfer to the focus areas specified by the
Cabinet of Ministers.

The legislators make the Fund into an
institution with formal powers and
objectives which cannot be achieved; in its
essence, it becomes another fundraising
platform similar to U24, which will engage
funds for recovery at the same time. The
powers granted to the Fund are limited
and cannot mitigate key corruption risks
during recovery.

International experience of post-war
recovery also indicates that there should be
an institution responsible for coordinating
the process.

Grant the Fund powers to coordinate
the entire recovery process, which
includes creating a “bank of projects,”
establishing ties among all the parties,
from donors to recipients, from local
governments to international financial
institutions.
Grant the Fund with sufficient powers
to implement the envisioned functions
(the ability to work with donors
independently and not only via the
Cabinet, the ability to form the “bank of
projects” and select projects for funding
based on transparent competitive
procedures).
Specify the function of support for the
system of accounting of damaged and
destroyed objects — define the system,
principles of its functioning, its
elements, public authorities with
powers in relation to the system, the
link to the System for Digital
Management of Ukraine’s Recovery.
Avoid endowing the Fund with
functions that are already assigned to
central bodies of executive power or
reduplicate functions of already
established institutions, such as
promotion of reforms and ensuring the
fulfillment of Ukraine’s international
commitments concerning their
implementation.

The examples are the Marshall Plan and the
Organization of European Economic
Cooperation, whose task was to develop
recommendations and coordinate
distribution of aid among 16 countries
based on the priorly agreed-upon
algorithm.

The organization analyzed the economic
results and needs of the countries,
developed a plan and defined the
directions for investment projects.

In addition, the European part of the
program management promoted joint
implementation of important reforms by
the affected countries.

 Recommendations:

1.

2.

3.

4.
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https://www.kmu.gov.ua/gromadskosti/fondi-vidnovlennya-ukrayini


The Supervisory Board operates in
accordance with the law, the Charter of
the Fund and the Provision on the
Supervisory Board of the Recovery Fund
of Ukraine (hereinafter — Provision on
the Supervisory Board of the Fund),
which are approved by the Cabinet (Art.
7, part 2 of the draft law);
The Supervisory Board includes 2
representatives of the Cabinet of
Ministers (Art. 7, part 3, clause 2 of the
draft law);
The composition of the Supervisory
Board is approved by the Cabinet (Art. 7,
part 3 of the draft law);
Requirements regarding the
professional competence and business
reputation of the Fund's officials are
determined by the Cabinet of Ministers
(Art. 11, part 2 of the draft law);
The Cabinet of Ministers determines the
requirements for projects financed by
the Fund;
The Cabinet of Ministers determines the
priority of project implementation,
requirements for verification of
completed projects or their parts after
the completion of individual stages of
project implementation;
The Fund finances projects approved by
the Cabinet of Ministers, as well as
activities related to the preparation of
relevant projects (Article 16 of the draft
law).

All of the above essentially turns the
Fund into a formal pseudo-banking
establishment which, contrary to its

goals and objectives, will have to fund
projects and objects approved by the

Government.

On the other hand, it will be the
Government approving the key rules: the
Charter, requirements to the professional
competencies of the Fund’s officials, the
composition of the Supervisory Board, etc. 

the structure of the Fund's
management, governing bodies,
their competence, periods of
authority and decision-making
procedure (Article 3 of the draft law);
the procedure for introducing
changes to the Charter of the Fund
(Article 3 of the draft law), while
approval by the Supervisory Board or
other bodies is not envisioned;
regulations regarding external and
internal audit of the Fund (Article 3
of the draft law);
objectives of the Fun (Art. 5, part 1),
i.e., it can set additional objectives to
the ones defined in the draft law;
signs of significant legal acts that
must be approved by the
Supervisory Council (Art. 7, part 6);
restrictions on disposal of the Fund's
property and funds (Art. 8, part 2);
regulations on the appointment and
dismissal of employees of the Fund
(Art. 11, part 2);
regulation of procedures related to
the conflict of interests of the Fund's
officials (Art. 11, part 3);
the decision-making procedure on
the changes to the Fund’s
authorized capital (Art. 13, part 3).

The Fund depends on the Cabinet’s
decisions in the key sectors of its activity:

The Fund carries out its activities in
accordance with the Fund Strategy and
strategic goals of the Fund approved by
the Cabinet of Ministers (Article 1, part 5 of
the draft law), the annual activity plan
approved by the Cabinet of Ministers (Art. 7,
part 6 of the draft law);

The Fund operates in accordance with its
Charter (hereinafter — the Charter of the
Fund), which is approved by the Cabinet of
Ministers (Art. 3, part 1 of the draft law). In
the Charter, the Cabinet defines, among
other things:

a.

b.

c.

d.

e.

f.

g.

h.

i.
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Problem 2. Vulnerability of the Fund to
political and other influences

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

DESCRIPTION OF THE PROBLEMS IN THE DRAFT LAW



Recommendation: 

In order to ensure the Fund’s maximum
independence of the Ukrainian political
institutions, this state institution should be
granted a special status which must be
reflected in the activity of the Cabinet of
Ministers only in the process of
establishment, reorganization, and
termination of the Fund. All control and
supervisory functions (both direct and
indirect) should be carried out by the
Supervisory Board as an independent
management body, the majority of which
will consist of representatives of foreign
donor countries and international financial
organizations. 

Therefore, the Fund, as a classic
state institution (or public entity)
will fulfill government functions

with elements of direct or indirect
control and influence on it by
governmental and other state
institutions and their officials.
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a government, central bank or a
monetary authority, of a Party, or an
entity owned or controlled by a Party,
which is principally engaged in carrying
out governmental functions or activities
for governmental purposes, not
including an entity principally engaged
in supplying financial services on
commercial terms; or 
a private entity, performing functions
normally performed by a central bank
or monetary authority, when exercising
those functions.

The powers granted to the Fund's
Supervisory Board are not sufficient to
resist political influence from the Cabinet.
Taking into account the sociopolitical
situation that developed as a result of the
war, and the increased informal influence
of certain individuals on state processes,
there is a real risk of manual management
of the Fund for personal benefit.

It should also be noted that the Fund is a
legal entity under public law and carries
out its activities in the form of a state
institution (Art. 1, part 2 of the draft law). 

It should be noted that the current
Ukrainian legislation does not contain a
clear and unified definition of a state
institution, its functions, its management
procedure, control and accountability
mechanisms, etc. 

Civil Code of Ukraine, Art. 83, part 3 only
mentions that an institution is an
organization created by one or more
individuals (founders) who do not
participate in its management, by
combining (allocating) their property for
the achievement of the goal defined by the
founders at the expense of this property.

At the same time, Art. 125, part 12, clause “c”
of the Association Agreement between
Ukraine, on the one part, and the European
Union, the European Atomic Energy
Community and their Member States, on
the other part (ratified by the Law of
Ukraine No. 1678-VII of 16.09.2014), a public
entity means:
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Therefore, political influence and
direct management by the Cabinet
of Ministers should be reduced to a
minimum level by reducing the
powers regarding various kinds of
regulation of processes and
procedures, establishment of the
powers of the Fund, influence on
the decision-making procedure,
etc.

https://zakon.rada.gov.ua/laws/show/435-15?find=1&text=%D1%83%D1%81%D1%82%D0%B0%D0%BD%D0%BE%D0%B2#w1_6
https://zakon.rada.gov.ua/laws/show/984_011#Text
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The draft law does not explicitly stipulate
that the Fund's activities are not subject to
the rules of managing and disposing of
financial resources typical for budgetary
institutions. 

However, Article 2, part 1, clause 12 of the
Budget Code of Ukraine sets forth that
budgetary institutions are state
authorities, local authorities and
organizations established by them under
the set procedure which are fully
maintained at the expense of the state
budget or local budget, accordingly.
Budgetary institutions are non-profit.

Under these conditions and taking into
account the organizational and legal form
of the Fund (a state institution), it is
understood that its activities will be subject
to all the rules regarding the management
and disposal of funds that regulate the
activities of other budgetary institutions. 

In turn, all funds received by the Fund from
foreign donor countries and international
financial organizations will also be subject
to the legal regime of budget funds. 

Therefore, there are reasonable risks
regarding the impossibility of prompt and
transparent use of such funds by the Fund
and the timeliness of their allocation to
certain projects. 

For example, the Accounting Chamber
noted that UAH 211.1 million (more than 28
percent) was not used under three
development budget programs. As a result,
154 objects (40 percent of the planned
ones) were not commissioned on time. 

The Accounting Chamber believes the
main reasons to be the dragged-out,
inadequate preparation; approval of the list
of projects and activities, planning and
allocation of about half the expected
volume of funding in the last months of the
budgeting year (November and
December), as well as the funding of works
starting 4-6 months before the completion
of the budgeting year.

As a result, all remaining funds were
returned to the State Budget of Ukraine as
unused, and their new receipt to managers
again took a long time due to the reasons
mentioned above. 

Another risk worth noting is the potential
possibility of embezzlement of budget
funds, whose legal regime will also apply to
the funds of the Recovery Fund. 

A typological study by the State Financial
Monitoring Service of Ukraine found that
the funds of the state and local budgets are
a rather attractive source for illegal
revenue, considering the significant
amounts allocated for state enterprises and
other entities financed from the state and
local budgets.
 

Problem 3: High probability of inefficient
management of funds and their
embezzlement 

The experience of rebuilding the
infrastructure of Donetsk oblast

has already shown the inflexibility of the budget
system and its bureaucratic nature, which resulted
in the deceleration of the use of such funds (letter
by the Accounting Chamber). 

DESCRIPTION OF THE PROBLEMS IN THE DRAFT LAW

https://zakon.rada.gov.ua/laws/show/2456-17#Text
https://bankalliance.ua/pages/aml/library/%D0%A2%D0%B8%D0%BF%D0%BE%D0%BB%D0%BE%D0%B3%D1%96%D1%97%20%D0%B4%D0%BE%D1%81%D0%BB%D1%96%D0%B4%D0%B6%D0%B5%D0%BD%D1%8C%20%D0%B2%D1%96%D0%B4%D0%BC%D0%B8%D0%B2%D0%B0%D0%BD%D0%BD%D1%8F%20%D0%BA%D0%BE%D1%88%D1%82%D1%96%D0%B2%20%D0%BE%D1%82%D1%80%D0%B8%D0%BC%D0%B0%D0%BD%D0%B8%D1%85%20%D0%B7%D0%BB%D0%BE%D1%87%D0%B8%D0%BD%D0%BD%D0%B8%D0%BC%20%D1%88%D0%BB%D1%8F%D1%85%D0%BE%D0%BC/tipolog2019.pdf
https://rp.gov.ua/upload-files/Activity/Collegium/2017/5-1_2017/18-627.pdf?fbclid=IwAR0ABgYZbsg2eKPC0Z7wtgR0191tN_hfVQRKaiJXhxe1Ia1cD5SireA-kB8


The SFMS also points out multiple cases of
procurement of goods, works, and services
from enterprises with a questionable
business standing or none at all, without
either capacities or warehouses or
personnel to deliver.

The presence of such intermediaries leads
to excessive prices for goods, works, and
services at the expense of state-owned
enterprises and enterprises with shares
owned by the state.

 
 

 Here is an example of an
embezzlement scheme: a body of
executive power engages a loan
from an international financial

institution to implement a social
project. 

 
As part of project implementation,

the body of executive power
creates a Consortium for

consulting, consisting of non-
resident Company A and a number

of Ukrainian enterprises, and an
agreement for service provision is

concluded. 

According to the information of the
financial intelligence unit of a foreign
country, it was established that funds were
transferred by the body of executive power
to non-resident Company A with the
purpose of "payment for services
rendered,” part of which was withdrawn in
cash by the head of the company, and part
was transferred in favor of another non-
resident Company B, which has a dubious
reputation, while part of it was transferred
to Ukraine for the benefit of a group of
private individuals. 

The financial intelligence unit of a
foreign country provided negative
information about the head of non-
resident Company A, which is related to
criminal activities in economic and
property terms.

It has been established that the group of
private individuals receiving part of
funds from the non-resident Company A
there are people who have ties to
enterprises which are part of the
Consortium. 

Therefore, considering the
circumstances described in Problem 1,
the risk of ineffective management of
funds and their embezzlement will
become much greater when the Fund
goes into operation. 
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Enshrine the extra-budgetary status of
the Fund in the draft law. However,
funds contributed to the authorized
capital can be accounted for in an
account opened at the State Treasury. 
Grant the Supervisory Board with the
rights to regulate the issues of
accounting, placement and disposal of
funds. Such rules must be based on the
best European practices of financial
management, for example, the rules of
international financial institutions.

Recommendations: 

1.

2.
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In accordance with the Under Art. 14, part 1
of the draft law, the Fund provides
financing for the implementation of
programs and projects approved by the
Cabinet of Ministers of Ukraine at the
request of central executive bodies or
regional state administrations.

According to Art. 16 of the draft law, the
Cabinet of Ministers of Ukraine determines
the requirements for projects financed by
the Fund; The Cabinet of Ministers also
determines the priority of project
implementation, requirements for
verification of completed projects or their
parts after the completion of individual
stages of project implementation; The
Fund finances projects approved by the
Cabinet of Ministers of Ukraine, as well as
activities related to the preparation of
relevant projects. 

 Therefore, the Fund has no
influence on the selection of

projects for financing and only
technically transfers funds, nor can

it refuse financing.
 
 

At the same time, not only are there no
procedures for the Cabinet to select
projects for funding, but there is also no
mention that such procedures should be
established by by-laws.

Therefore, the Cabinet of Ministers does not
have any procedures, decision-making
criteria, restrictions, algorithms, decision-
making processes, mechanisms for
extrajudicial appeal of decisions when
determining programs and projects for
financing.

There are similar concerns about the
procedures of project selection by central
bodies of executive power and oblast state
administrations before submission for
financing by the Fund.

This creates risks of political
corruption: when there are no

transparent procedures, leaders of
central executive bodies, oblast

state administrations, and owners
of objects to be funded may resort

to informal agreements and
bribery. 

Or, conversely, an official may extort a bribe
for selecting a project for financing, as
officials are not restricted by any
procedures. Given the circumstances
described in Problem 1 regarding the
influence of the Cabinet on the Fund, the
risks become more likely.
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Problem 4: Insufficient regulation of the
project selection procedure

Recommendation:

In the law, provide a competitive
procedure for selection of projects to be
funded, defining the selection criteria,
procedure of their use, deadlines for
every activity, publication of all pertinent
documents, public participation in the
discussion, integration of the
competitive procedure into the
electronic system of recovery.

We recommend that the Fund be
authorized to conduct such a project
competition and determine the winners
who receive funding. At the same time,
it is necessary to take into account the
priorities determined by the recovery
plan of Ukraine, recovery and
development plans of oblasts and
territorial communities.

1.

2.

DESCRIPTION OF THE PROBLEMS IN THE DRAFT LAW
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 One of the Fund’s main functions is
selection of contractors, their verification,
risk assessment and prevention of conflicts
of interest. 

According to Art. 7, part 6, clauses 20 and
23, and Art. 8, part 2, clauses 12, 13, and 14,
the Supervisory Board shall approve the
procedure for decision-making on the
selection of contractors who will participate
in the implementation of grants, on
approval of significant terms of
agreements concluded with contractors.

Based on this procedure, the Directorate
shall select contractors and submit them to
the Supervisory Board for approval.
 
The draft law does not specify any
requirements for the procedure of such
selection, and does not provide for
mandatory competitive selection criteria. 

Under such conditions, there is a risk that
the selection procedure will be approved
without competition or publication of
information, in a closed mode with
affiliated contractors.

In addition, note that, in accordance with
the Art. 5, part 3 of the draft law, the Fund
has the right, within the limits and
pursuant to the procedure determined by
the Supervisory Board of the Recovery
Fund, to engage legal entities and
individual entrepreneurs on a contractual
basis to perform certain functions
(outsourcing), taking into account the
requirements established by The Law of
Ukraine "On Public Procurement.”

It should be noted that engagement of
legal entities and private entrepreneurs for
the implementation of the Fund’s own
functions or similar ones are one of the
schemes for illegal withdrawal of funds, as
reflected in the Typological Study by the
State Financial Monitoring Service of
Ukraine.

This scheme can work as follows:
Enterprise A is awarded a tender
announced by state institutions
performing similar functions. 

That is, having similar features, State
institutions carried out similar financial
transactions and involved sole proprietors
in the scheme of embezzlement.

At the same time, neither Enterprise A nor
sole proprietors had any production
facilities and property that would enable
them to provide services specified in the
tenders. 

In addition, the state institutions and
Enterprise A had different geographical
locations, leading to a suspicion about the
false provision of services under the tender.
Pursuant to the agreement, state
institutions transferred funds in favor of
Enterprise A, which were later transferred
to sole proprietors with further cash
withdrawals and use for payments in trade
and entertainment establishments, which
constituted 63% of the total amount of
budget revenues. 

The recipient of cash under the powers of
attorney of sole proprietors was an official
of Enterprise A.

Problem 5: Lack of competitive selection of
project contractors

This creates risks not only of corruption (such as kickbacks
for the selection of a contractor), but it can also lead to
ineffective spending of reconstruction funds.

DESCRIPTION OF THE PROBLEMS IN THE DRAFT LAW

https://bankalliance.ua/pages/aml/library/%D0%A2%D0%B8%D0%BF%D0%BE%D0%BB%D0%BE%D0%B3%D1%96%D1%97%20%D0%B4%D0%BE%D1%81%D0%BB%D1%96%D0%B4%D0%B6%D0%B5%D0%BD%D1%8C%20%D0%B2%D1%96%D0%B4%D0%BC%D0%B8%D0%B2%D0%B0%D0%BD%D0%BD%D1%8F%20%D0%BA%D0%BE%D1%88%D1%82%D1%96%D0%B2%20%D0%BE%D1%82%D1%80%D0%B8%D0%BC%D0%B0%D0%BD%D0%B8%D1%85%20%D0%B7%D0%BB%D0%BE%D1%87%D0%B8%D0%BD%D0%BD%D0%B8%D0%BC%20%D1%88%D0%BB%D1%8F%D1%85%D0%BE%D0%BC/tipolog2019.pdf
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An additional example of violations totaling
over UAH 200 million is also one of the
practical cases investigated by the National
Anti-Corruption Bureau of Ukraine: in
November 2014, officials at Ukrgasbank
came up with a scheme to withdraw funds
from the state bank by paying pseudo-
intermediaries for services of allegedly
engaging funds of big companies, as well
as state institutions and enterprises.

In reality, the procedure only happened on
paper: the clients put the funds in the
state-owned Ukrgasbank as deposits on
their own initiative or pursuant to the
procedure established for the state sector
by the Cabinet.

Instead, based on fictitious certificates of
acceptance, the state bank paid the
pseudo-intermediaries for services they
never provided and about whom the
majority of the bank’s client did not even
know.

The pseudo-intermediaries turned out to
be sole proprietors, self-employed persons
and legal entities. 

Most of them were registered solely to
participate in the scheme: after receiving
the funds, these entities ceased their
activities and did not carry out any further
activities apart from the ones specified in
the fictitious certificates of acceptance.

Therefore, when there are unlimited
opportunities to engage third parties to
perform any functions of the Fund through
outsourcing, it provides additional
possibilities for money laundering schemes
in the Fund’s activities.
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 Without establishing clear
requirements for providers of

outsourcing services in the law
(duration of activities; reality of

their implementation; availability of
tax and financial reporting, etc.),
without limiting the number of

such providers and the functions of
the Fund that they can perform,

and general qualification
requirements, such schemes pose

an even greater risk. 
 

Recommendations:

Establish that the selection of
contractors is carried out exclusively on
the basis of competition and with the
use of authorized electronic platforms.

Eliminate Art. 5 part 3 of the draft law. If
the Fund can still receive outsourced
services: define clear criteria for the
selection of third parties to provide such
services, define the Fund’s functions that
can be outsourced, limit the number of
such service providers, establish the
general requirements for their
qualifications and the maximum
amount of money which can be
allocated to the engagement of such
third parties.
 

1.

2.

https://nabu.gov.ua/novyny/posadovciv-ukrgazbanku-vykryly-na-rozkradanni-ponad-200-mln-grn
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Partnership.
Reform focus.
Transparency, accountability, and rule
of law.
Democratic participation.
Multi-stakeholder engagement.
Gender equality and inclusion.
Sustainability.

 The Lugano Declaration signed following
the international conference on Ukraine’s
recovery in Lugano, Switzerland, on June 4-
5, proclaims the main 6 principles of the
recovery process:

In particular, the principle of multi-
stakeholder engagement means that the
recovery process has to facilitate
collaboration between national and
international actors, including from the
private sector, civil society, academia and
local government.

However, neither civil society nor local self-
government bodies are included as full
participants in the recovery procedure
according to the draft law.

Local self-government authorities cannot
submit projects to receive financing from
the Fund. In accordance with Article 14,
part 1 of the draft law, the Fund provides
financing for the implementation of
programs and projects approved by the
Cabinet of Ministers of Ukraine at the
request of central executive bodies or
oblast state administrations.

The draft law does not provide for any
procedures how local authorities can
submit projects to be funded. Notably,
Deputy Head of the Office of the President
Kyrylo Tymoshenko emphasized in his
public promotion of the Fund that the
majority of destroyed objects are
administered by local governments.
However, the draft law does not define the
role of territorial communities at all.

In practice, it may mean that village, town,
and city mayors will have to enter into
informal agreements with the
management of oblast state
administrations to have their objects
included into the reconstruction list.

Include the provision that projects for
potential funding can be submitted not
only by central executive bodies or
oblast state administrations, but also
directly by local self-government bodies.
Establish adequate, effective tools of
public control and influence:
quota in the Supervisory Board of the
Fund; 
openness of the Fund’s internal
documents to the public;
introducing a Public Control Council;
public discussion of projects before
restoration;
pre-trial procedure for considering
complaints about violations of
procedures during the selection of
projects for financing.

Oblast state administrations, in turn, may
demand political favors in addition to
undue benefits. This situation can destroy
the independence of local self-government
bodies.

In addition, not a single provision of the
draft law provides for tools for civil society
that would allow proper and effective
control over the activities of the Fund, as
well as the possibility of legitimate
influence on its activities in order to
achieve a high level of transparency,
accountability, and efficiency of Ukraine’s
recovery process. 

The case of the Public Integrity Council
illustrates the benefits from active
participation of citizens in public
administration: the Council demonstrated
its steadfast, professional nature in
selection of judges since the launch of the
judicial reform in Ukraine, as shown by its
reports. 

 Recommendations:
 

1.

2.
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Problem 6: Lack of inclusiveness in the
recovery process

DESCRIPTION OF THE PROBLEMS IN THE DRAFT LAW

https://www.kmu.gov.ua/news/denys-shmyhal-u-deklaratsii-konferentsii-v-luhano-hlavy-derzhav-i-uriadiv-zoboviazalysia-pidtrymuvaty-ukrainu-na-ii-shliakhu-do-vidnovlennia
https://www.kmu.gov.ua/news/denys-shmyhal-u-deklaratsii-konferentsii-v-luhano-hlavy-derzhav-i-uriadiv-zoboviazalysia-pidtrymuvaty-ukrainu-na-ii-shliakhu-do-vidnovlennia
https://www.kmu.gov.ua/news/denys-shmyhal-u-deklaratsii-konferentsii-v-luhano-hlavy-derzhav-i-uriadiv-zoboviazalysia-pidtrymuvaty-ukrainu-na-ii-shliakhu-do-vidnovlennia
https://youtu.be/xP2B70XtyEw?t=3151
https://grd.gov.ua/
https://grd.gov.ua/reports/
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Under Art. 7, part 3 of the draft law, the
Supervisory Board is formed by: 1) two
representatives of the President of Ukraine;
2) two representatives of the Cabinet of
Ministers of Ukraine; 3) one representative
of the Verkhovna Rada of Ukraine; 4)
fifteen representatives of donors (if this is
stipulated by Ukraine’s international
treaties).

Thus, 5 representatives — that is, all
representatives from Ukraine — are
delegated by the President of Ukraine, the
Cabinet of Ministers of Ukraine and the
Verkhovna Rada of Ukraine. The above
contains the risk of political influence on
the activities of the Supervisory Board and
admission of incompetent persons who will
represent the political will of the bodies
that delegated them.

In addition, there are no requirements —
both regarding professional experience
and integrity of members of the
Supervisory Board.

In addition, in accordance with Article 11 of
the draft law, the selection of heads of
structural units and employees of the Fund
is carried out through a competition in
accordance with the procedure approved
by the Supervisory Board. Under Art. 8, part
1 of the draft law, the Director of the Fund
is appointed by the Supervisory Board of
the Fund.

Since the Director of the Fund is not the
head of a structural unit, he or she is
appointed to the position by the
Supervisory Board without a mandatory
competition. The draft law does not define
mandatory requirements for the
professional qualifications and integrity of
the Director. This carries a risk of a political
appointment of a person without sufficient
qualifications and integrity, who will,
however, be able to lobby certain political
interests while holding a leadership
position.

Provide that 5 representatives of
Ukraine in the Supervisory Board are
elected on a competitive basis. The
procedure for competition must be
enshrined in the law, with mandatory
inclusion of representatives of the
public in the selection board.
Provide mandatory requirements for
the competence and integrity of the
candidates nominated for the
Supervisory Board and the Director of
the Fund in the draft law.
Provide safeguards in the draft law — if
the person named the winner by the
commission is not approved as a
member of the Supervisory Board by
the Cabinet within the timeline
established by the law, this person is
considered automatically appointed
and shall proceed with their duties
regardless of the absence of the Cabinet
decision.
Establish that the Law of Ukraine "On
Prevention of Corruption" applies to all
employees of the Fund.

 Article 10, part 2 sets forth that the officials
of the Fund are members of the
Supervisory Board, the Director of the Fund
and members of the Directorate, the head
of the internal audit unit, heads of
structural units. Officials of the Fund are
subject to the requirements of the Law of
Ukraine "On Prevention of Corruption.”  

However, other employees of the Fund are
not subject to the requirements of the Law
of Ukraine "On Prevention of Corruption" —
declaration of assets, settling conflicts of
interest, accountability.

This renders corruption prevention
impossible.

Recommendations:

1.

2.

3.

4.
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Problem 7: Insufficient regulation of the
selection of management

DESCRIPTION OF THE PROBLEMS IN THE DRAFT LAW
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The draft law is yet another rather chaotic attempt
to settle the issues of Ukraine’s recovery, without
defining a system of recovery and its principles.
The key issues of recovery — such as, for instance,
the selection of projects for financing, approval
and implementation of the recovery plan of
Ukraine, etc. — remain beyond the scope of the
law.

The Fund is a politically dependent entity. Despite
the fact that the Supervisory Board is endowed
with a significant scope of powers, the key issues
of activity are relegated to the Cabinet (e.g., it
approves the regulation on the Supervisory Board,
approves projects to be funded, etc.).

The goal of the Fund's activity is inconsistent with
its functions and powers. 
In its proposed form and with truncated powers,
the Fund is unable to ensure transparent and
efficient use of recovery funds.

The Fund is not endowed with a coordination
function; therefore, it is yet another financial
instrument, which does not prevent such risks as
double financing, inefficient use of recovery
funds, etc. The Fund cannot become the entity
that will coordinate the actions of all participants
in the recovery process.
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CONCLUSIONS

The draft law contradicts the principles of the
Lugano Declaration, in particular the principle of
multi-stakeholder engagement. There are no
mechanisms for public participation or public
discussion.

There are risks of informal influence on local self-
government bodies, since they are deprived of the
right to independently submit projects for financing.
Therefore, local self-government bodies will have to
apply to oblast state administrations or central
executive bodies to submit projects. Provided that no
project selection procedures are established, there is
a risk of extorting undue benefits or certain political
favors.

The draft law does not provide for project selection
procedures, or at least the principles of such
selection — neither at the level of oblast state
administrations and central executive bodies, nor
at the level of the Fund or the Cabinet of Ministers.
This makes selection procedures opaque and
vulnerable to corruption.

There are no transparent and public procedures
for the selection of contractors. This procedure
must be approved by the Supervisory Board;
however, it has no restrictions and is not even
obliged to provide for competitive selection of
contractors.
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